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            ELASTILON 
40,000M2 OF WOODEN 

FLOORING INSTALLED IN 
SOUTH AFRICA IN 2007 
ON ELASTILON AND NOT 
ONE FLOOR FAILURE. 
 
 

   WOW 

It is unheard of in the wooden flooring industry to have such results. Steven Suntup who has 

been involved in  the wooden flooring industry for 17 years now says that this statistic is a 

first. Who would have believed this to be possible. As one knows the problems related to 

wooden flooring even if installed using correct procedures that one can have, but not with  

ELASTLON. This unbelievable installation system was invented by a wooden 

flooring fitter in Holland by the name of Fred Van Bers. It took Fred 6 years to 
finally bring this system on the market, one that would cope with the heavy 

movement of wood when taking in and releasing moisture from the air through 

the wet and dry seasons of summer and winter. Yes we have had some floors over 
expand in the very wet seasons but to resolve this is simple, one would simply 

take off the skirting and re-cut the expansion gap and Hey presto, the floor is flat 

again and with no damage at all. Unlike a rigid installation like Nails or Glue 
when the boards take a tremendous pressure before actually bursting which 

creates a cupped floor with a major repair and mostly never to be the same again. 
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What is ELASTILON.  

Elastilon is a series of high density mats with one side sticky. The floor is stuck 

onto this mat with an almost epoxy bond but the mat is not stuck to the screeds. 
This gives the best of both worlds, in other words the floor is fully glued down 

but still has full movement over the screeds. The name ELASTILON is very 

relative as this mat has high elastic properties so when the floor expands slightly 
after installation there is a constant pressure in both directions of the floor 

ensuring a tight floor. Another plus is that ELASTILON now allows for under 

floor heating with solid wooden floors. So to all architects and home owners, to 
ensure a successful installation of your wooden floor then ensure that it is 

installed with ELASTILON.  Lastly Elastilon is proven itself over the last 10 
years in over 20 countries around the world, all with the same results. Of course 

with such a brilliant innovation we have had the copy cats but with dismal results 

so ensure that your roll of Elastilon mat says ELASTILON imprinted on the 

underside from beginning to end. So it is said again WOW, 40,000M2 OF 
WOODEN FLOORING INSTALLED IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 2007 
ON ELASTILON AND NOT ONE FLOOR FAILURE. To find a 
dealer who uses the Elastilon system go to www.suntups.co.za 
“Find A Dealer” section. 
 
 
 Elastilon carries a world patent. www.elastilon.com  




